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‘LUCAS’
Another example
of the intricately
patterned dobby weave

‘LUCAS’
A sophisticated
dobby weave

‘CHIAIA’
A waffle structure
in pure cotton

‘CLAPTON’
A heritage stripe
design in pure cotton

FINE ROMANCE
A collaborative collection of fabrics from Söktaş
is born of a shared passion for bespoke elegance
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When textile designer Söktaş decided to
collaborate with a bespoke Italian tailor on
a capsule collection of fabrics, the Turkish
company needed to be sure its new partner
shared the same values, ethics, traditions
and levels of innovation, quality and
creativity. So Söktaş, a familiar name to the
many luxury brands, designers and tailors
who use its fne yarns, specialist fnishes
and sophisticated fabric bases, approached
Naples tailor Salvatore Piccolo.
With meticulous tailoring skills running
in the family, Piccolo learnt from an early
age about intricate cutting techniques and

∑

design, silhouettes that fatter and
enhance, the importance of fne fabrics
and luxury fnishes, and the exacting
demands of the bespoke customer.
Today, his reputation and client base
extend to New York, Tokyo, London,
Monaco, Qatar and Azerbaijan, and his
once humble Naples shop has grown into
a busy atelier and a small factory. But
the ethos, traditions and creative qualities
of the business’s early days remain true.
Söktaş and Salvatore Piccolo are both
similarly obsessed with soft fabrics,
clean lines and elegant colours, and both

attend to a refned clientele with a bespoke
approach. For autumn/winter 2016, the
pair unveil a capsule collection of fabrics
interwoven with the unique creative
qualities of their newly formed partnership.
Contemporary in its construction,
design and fnish, the soft and sporty
collection ofers a total look for relaxed
tailoring and elegant styling, with fabrics
suitable not just for shirting but also
for jackets and trousers. Peerless Turkish
expertise and efortless Italian style are
working in perfect harmony.
soktas.com.tr

NILGÜN DÜLGER, HEAD OF
SÖKTAŞ’ DESIGN TEAM,
AND NAPLES-BASED TAILOR
SALVATORE PICCOLO AT WORK
ON THE BRAND’S NEW CAPSULE
COLLECTION OF FABRICS.
‘THE UNION BETWEEN MY
CREATIVITY AND THE SOLIDITY
OF SÖKTAŞ WILL CREATE
SOMETHING EXCLUSIVE AND
UNIQUE,’ SAYS PICCOLO

